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                    About

                    
                    
                        
Alhokair group is a name that has been tied the world of hospitality and entertainment for decades. To many, it has become the first name that comes to mind when tourism in Saudi Arabia or the Arabian world are mentioned.
The group was started in 1975 to invest in the sectors of entertainment and hospitality under the leadership of Sheikh Abdulmohsin Alhokair. 

Over five decades, the group’s projects expanded to include 92 entertainment centers and 35 hotels spread in Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates.
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                 FACTS & FIGURES

                
                
                    
                        4100

                        Employees

                    

                    
                        35

                        HOTELS

                    

                    
                        5122

                        ROOMS

                    

                    
                        91

                        ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
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                                        Holiday Inn hotel chain

                                        Holiday Inn hotel chain offer a wide range of options for businessmen and tourists who are looking for comfort and entertainment in modern and attractive facilities.
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                                        INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS GROUP (IHG)

                                        IHG is an international hotel company, which aims to provide great hotels that guests love. The number of hotel rooms owned by IHG is larger than any other global hotel chain. IHG has 4,150 hotels in nearly 100 countries around the world and seven famous hotel brands that continue to meet the daily needs of travelers and guests.
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                                        ACCOR INTERNATIONAL HOTELS CHAIN

                                        The leading hotel operator in Europe, covering 92 countries around the world and consisting of more than 3,500 hotels and 440,000 rooms. Accor offers upscale hotel services with 45 years of hospitality experience.
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                                        MARRIOTT HOTELS GROUP

                                        One of the world's leading hospitality companies with more than 4,200 hotels in 79 countries and territories designed for business travelers. 
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                                        SKY ZONE

                                        Sky Zone are the inventors of trampoline park, an idea that combines fun with fitness. The patented idea was designed by engineers and the first park was opened in 2004.
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                                        Playocity by Hasbro

                                        Playocity is an adventurous indoor experience where guests can explore the wonders and excitement of beloved Hasbro characters throughout seven main zones and enjoy thrilling experiences that include mechanical rides, roller coasters, a drop zone, carousels, soft play and laser tag.
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                                        Monopoly Lifesized

                                        Monopoly Lifesized is an interactive and immersive, 80-minute, physical version of the world’s favorite board game. Challenging for all ages; families, friends, and children will love racing around life-sized Monopoly boards, with real-life representations of the Tokens from the legendary board game acting as the players’ guides. Monopoly Lifesized opened as a permanent attraction located at the BLVRD World, Riyadh and with many other locations to follow.
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                                        Splash

                                        Al Hokair Group is always keen to attract innovative ideas year after year to enrich the experience of its visitors. We have launched Splash in Darren Mall in Dammam, with a design inspired by seabed and laser lights. Guests will experience a first-of-its-kind feeling of diving into the ocean with water boating rides and more than 80 video games. 
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                                        Koora Arena 

                                        The first private multi-sport indoor community sports facility in Jeddah, KSA. a unique concept with a huge and innovative air-supported dome structure to create indoor sporting facilities across a multitude of sports.
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                                        Extreme Trampoline

                                        Extreme Trampoline is a family entertainment destination that includes one-on-one entertainment and sports, featuring many physical activities with large trampoline-covered spaces as well as side walls and slopes that provide security and safety for the whole family.
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                                        Brass Monkey

                                        Established in 2020 in Dubai, Brass Monkey is the first of its kind ever to be created in the Middle East, and now we bring this unique experience to Riyadh. Offering a place for the old school & new by the old school. A place where our customers can grow young again.
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                                        Cocomelon Playdate 

                                        The world's first CoComelon Playdate has opened in Riyadh and JJ cannot wait to meet you there! Located right at the Boulevard, this brand-new family attraction immerses yourself into the world of JJ, Cody, and his friends.
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                                        Golden Tulip Hotels

                                        Golden Tulip Hospitality Services has more than 780 hotels in over 50 countries in Europe and the Middle East, Africa, Asia-Pacific and South America. Famous for providing upscale and convenient hotel services for tourists and businessmen.
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                                        Al Hokair Time

                                        A new concept for entertainment centers, it has three leading brands Sparky’s, Snowy Forest, Sky Zone Trampoline, Toy Stores, Food and Beverage Shops and world-class restaurants.
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                                        Sparky’s Bowling 

                                        A unique entertainment space includes bowling, video games, billiards, and live events. You can book the space for birthdays or company parties. Sparky’s Bowling is the perfect place for your party! You can rent the entire place or reserve a table for birthdays, company parties, meet-ups, and team-building events. It is a gathering place for Circles and Groups as the attached Café is curated with passion with a classic menu.
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                                        Sparky’s Lasertag 

                                        Sparky’s Lasertag is well-designed and equipped to meet your needs. Laser Tag is a safe and modern combat team game suitable for kids and adults. An ultra-modern interior layout is sure to thrill you and provides physical and mental challenges for people of all ages. It’s clean, safe, and offers no mess to the environment, but most importantly, it’s designed to offer serious fun for everyone. 
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                        Holiday Inn hotel chain

                        
                            
Holiday Inn hotel chain offer a wide range of options for businessmen and tourists who are looking for comfort and entertainment in modern and attractive facilities.
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                            Signing a strategic partnership agreement between Al Hokair Group and “Tabby”, the leader in the field of payments and shopping. 

                            2023/10/24
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                            Opening of Padel Inn Al Rabwa in Riyadh 

                            2023/09/13
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                            Al Hokair Group announces results for the second quarter of 2023 

                            2023/08/07
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                            The Extraordinary General Assembly of Al-Hokair Group 
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                                                ALHOKAIR GROUP WITH THE TOURISM EXCELLENCE AWARD 2017
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                                                Alhokair Group with the Tourism Excellence Award for Amusement Centers 2016
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                                                Alhokair Group with the Tourism Excellence Award 2015
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                Contact Us

                KEEP IN TOUCH

                
                    
                        
                            
                               Tel: 0096614134444
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